Digital Cadastral Database

NOTE: A0S2 is not indicated on the map. Limit field assessment but ensure in a target area where there is a reasonably probability of ASS occurrence. This is usually taken as the present or recent coastal area defined by Marine/Conf, Reefs, etc., and where accessibility is reasonably limited.

ASS-FREE SITE DEFINED AS:1*1

Ass-free site, eg. Coastal sites, Bush, Agriculture, Gully ledges. Limited field to confirm ASS. As a result, areas either or at least treatment may have been undertaken (e.g. remediation). See Map A0S2.

OBJECTIVE: normal limit of field investigation

GROUND TRUTH - normal limit of field investigation

LIMITS OF ASS EXISTENCE - conditional merit or access observed. The last case, the land between the ASS limit and the 5m contour is designated LP explained below. Contour information may have been produced at a scale different to scale of this map. As a consequence, the location of contours on this map may not be as accurate as those on the original contour map.

LAND NOT ASSESSED

Land not evaluated (e.g. land not covered by the boundary considered or not in the national or local field investigation undertaken) as part of this survey. It may include out ASS land beyond the boundary established on the basis of occurrence, potential occurrence.
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